Jogger falls
in pot-hole
A WOMAN jogger’s leg broke
when her foot went down a pothole.
The accident happened at
8.30pm last night at Horsted
Keynes, near Haywards Heath,
while the woman, in her midtwenties, was out running with
friends.
She was airlifted by the Sussex
Police helicopter to the
Princess Royal Hospital where
her condition was said to be
satisfactory.

BH7 HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
RUN 900
Well they came from far and wide for this one – New Zealand, the States, East
Grinstead and Chichester! Hardly fair as kiwiland is now prominent at every run, but
at least the others represented distant hash chapters and were welcomed accordingly.
Advance publicity confused all and sundry as Bouncer’s 1/2 hourly timetable threw the
regulars who thought an early start was required. All thoughts of registration for the
curry got left behind as the rain continued to wash out the trail, which eventually got
laid courtesy of Simon Brown’s bedsheet just one hour before the off.
Early versions of the run were abandoned as one route had the hares leaping for cover
when a pack of rabid dobermen(?) picked up the scent, and another when one hare
severed an artery trying to recut a blocked off footpath by bouncing (clue there) up
and down on the barbed wire. The final route was some 1.5 miles shorter but the
sudden onset of winter and the weather contributed to the run itself having to be cut
short.
How we lost Bob and Tony before the beer stop is a mystery and despite their claim
that they got lost at the check round the cornfield, remains so, as there was no check
there! The world’s largest check made a good point to stop as the rain had by now
given up. As it was now 9:00pm on our 9:00th run, and all hashes are supposed to end
by that time the hash was declared closed leaving a mad 1/2 mile sprint back to the
Royal George for a(nother) beer.
Helen Luck fell victim of Bouncers latest scheme but handled hash currency with great
skill as drinks tokens started flying around ready for the meal. Down-downs were
deferred until after the meal when Bouncer received a mug for his 100th on-on (and
er.. 90th run!), Rodger Rabbit for being a kiwi (birdbunny?) and Helen for her
elaborate attempt to get a free chopper ride and then being so drugged up she didn’t
even stay awake through it.
The meal itself was pronounced a great success thanks to the efforts of our hosts and
also for the Harveys they brought in especially for the occasion. I am assured that the
souvenir t-shirts will be ready before our 1000th run so I guess that counts. Who
knows, we may even see Bouncers raffle before then too!

BH7 RUN 900
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DRINK TOKEN
This voucher is worth 1 pint of Harveys bitter or £1.50 towards
the drink of your choice, balance to be paid immediately.

It is rumoured that new weight and measures
The

legislation will allow a shortfall of 5% of any
product against its declared weight or
contents. Possible consequences of this are:
• There won’t be a last Rolo
• Hundreds and Thousands become lots
• Polos have bigger holes
• All Gold chocolates will be electro plated
• A Big Mac will become a Pac-a-mac
This of course will bring all goods in line with
the current position on beer measures! After
this government backed down on legislation
to give the British public a full pint for their
money the recommendations from the
brewers is to give a pint with only 95% liquid.
This makes a mockery of the breweries
lobbying Parliament to reduce the tax on beer
for they have introduced their own tax of 5 to
10p per pint.
Whatever happens there will always be one
exception, Pepperami. This product is 100%
meat, plus sugar, salt, spices, flavour
enhancers, preservatives and sodium nitrates.

brewery industry insists on calling the
water it uses for making beer ‘liquor.’ The
sewage industry uses the same terms – the
water leaving a sewage works is called the
‘mixed liquor.’ Perhaps this explains the subtle
taste of some keg beers and lagers!

Twas one evening in November,
I very well remember,
I was walking down the road in drunken
pride,
Then my legs felt all a’flutter,
so I sat down in the gutter
and a pig came up and sat down by my side.
I was sitting in the gutter,
thinking thoughts I could not utter,
when a lady passing by was heard to say,
“You can tell a man who boozes,
by the company he chooses.”
and the pig got up and walked away.

Legless? If only that was all. A report from

PUB RENAMING GAME
Here are some suggestions of new names for old pubs.
If you have any others to contribute, pass to trashmaster.

OLD NAME

NEW NAME

The Bird in Hand
The Fox & Hounds
The Castle
The Red Cow
The Blue Boar
The Cock Inn

The Back of the Cortina
The Activist and Aniseed
The Equity Trap
The Chernobyl Beef
The John Major
The Politicians Folly

Poland tells of two drunken friends and a
game of dare. It resulted in one of them losing
his head, which had something to do with the
axe they were using.

Sam Whitbread, the millionaire brewer, is
under investigation by police over allegations
that badgers have been snared on his
Bedfordshire estate. The case will carefully be
followed by the local branch of the Wildlife
Trust, which opposes trapping, for Whitbread
is their patron.
What’s

the difference between Cadburys
and Whitbread? One makes a pint and a half
into a quart and the other makes damn fine
chocolate.

